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#1102:  Linear Buckling Analysis of a structure in prestressed state using PRELOAD 

Product: HyperMesh 
Product Version: HW 12.0 and above 
Computer Operating System:  
Windows: x86_32, x86_64. 
Linux RHEL 5.4& SLED11: x86_32, x84_64 
Mac OS x 10.6: x85_64 
 
 

Topic Objective: 
Linear Buckling Analysis of a structure in prestressed state using PRELOAD 
 

Topic Details 
 
The loads of the PRELOAD/Pre-stress are created as a Static Loadstep1. 
The loads for the Buckling Analysis are created in Load Step 2. 
Load step 3 is created where the loads of the PRELOAD and the Buckling are called here. 
 
Load Step 1(Static Type): Go to Analysis �Load steps �Enter a name �select the SPC collector and 
Load collector �Type of analysis Linear Static. 
 

 
 
 
Load Step 2(Static Type): Go to Analysis�Load steps�Enter a name�select the SPC collector and Load 
collector�Type of analysis Linear Static. 
 

 
 
Load Step 3 (Buckling Type): Go to Analysis�Load steps�Enter a name�select the SPC collector and 
Load collector�Type of analysis = Generic 
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Once the Generic type of analysis is selected the Static Load step 2 (Static 2 in this case) needs to be 
selected under STATSUB (Buckling) entry, this would have the loads for the buckling analysis as defined 
in Load step 2. 
 

 
 
To find the STATSUB (Buckling) click on next from the first page, various entries can be searched using 
next and prev  
 
Once the STATSUB (Buckling) is selected click on next to find STATSUB (Preload). 
 
Here select the Load step 1 (Static 1 in this case) to select the load steps which has preload. 

 
 
Totally there would be 3 load steps in the model first two are static where the preload and the buckling 
loads are defined in the third Load step is the buckling load step with the analysis type as generic where 
the respective load steps of the preload and the buckling are called under STATSUB(Buckling) & 
STATSUB(Preload) entries.  
 
The stress values from this Load step where Preload is defined will be used by the solver in the buckling 
analysis and hence prestressed Buckling analysis can be performed. 

 


